**ABOUT TONIGHT**

**WORKSHOPS**

Live Fashion Sketching with Dee Andrews. Watch a local fashion illustrator capture the magic, flair, edginess, and elegance of contemporary fashions – limited materials are available for those wishing to join in.

Fashion Design Inspired by East and West

The Jameel study Centre will host workshops that will explore fashion design inspired by East and West.

**ACTIVITIES**

Vogue! Concept Fashion Designs by various designers. Curated by Sammi Ball, participating brands and designers include: Coco Elle, Eli Rose Lima, Alexandra Chemel, Yaffe Caplan, Lena Stevens, Nicola Whitt, and Beth Dalziel.

Photography Awards Mannequins is a series of fashion photoshoots curated by Cultural Events Consultant, Sarah Mayhew. Oxford Fashion Week and co-Dress-Up Live Friday have been working with local designers and brands to give young photographers an opportunity to create ideas for fashion shoots to create a film that Tim will draw inspiration from as he mixes his wealth of beats, Rob Hawthorn, who has used film-related material and footage from previous Oxford Fashion Week shows to create a film that Tim will draw inspiration from as he mixes his wealth of beats, Rob Hawthorn, who has used film-related material and footage from previous Oxford Fashion Week shows to create a film that Tim will draw inspiration from as he mixes his wealth of beats, Rob Hawthorn, who has used film-related material and footage from previous Oxford Fashion Week shows to create a film that Tim will draw inspiration from as he mixes his wealth of beats, Rob Hawthorn, who has used film-related material and footage from previous Oxford Fashion Week shows to create a film that Tim will draw inspiration from as he mixes his wealth of beats, Rob Hawthorn, who has used film-related material and footage from previous Oxford Fashion Week shows to create a film that Tim will draw inspiration from as he mixes his wealth of beats, Rob Hawthorn, who has used film-related material and footage from previous Oxford Fashion Week shows to create a film that Tim will draw inspiration from as he mixes his wealth of beats.

**TALKS**

Ethical Fashion Symposium. Contributors include: Carl Angilis (Director, OFW), Holly Dutton (Ethical Designer / Exclusive Roots), Frankie McManus (OFW Co-ordinator), Dr Rachel Hooijum (University of Oxford), Elizabeth Laskar (Eco Fashion Consultant).

The Ultimate in Fashion and Luxury – The Ashmolean’s Textile Conservation will present an interactive talk about handmade accessories created or designed by UK artists and makers, over half of whom are based in Oxfordshire.

Catwalk Show. Curated by Gem Leeter and produced by Eve Wens, participating brands and designers include: Ghost, Aspire Style, Noel, Clements & Church, Melanie J Austin, Little Mistress, Leanne Bloxham, and Bell’s King Harman.

Please arrive 15 minutes early in order to be seated!

**MUSIC**

**Ashmolean Live**

**Dress-Up Live Friday**

**The Ultimate in Fashion and Luxury**

The Ashmolean Museum in association with Oxford Fashion Week present The Ashmolean Museum in association with Oxford Fashion Week present

**Springboard Live**

**Dress-Up Live Friday**

Friday 30 August 2013
7.00–10.30pm

**PROGRAMME**

The Ashmolean Museum in association with Oxford Fashion Week present

**DRESS UP**

**Friday 30 August 2013**
7.00–10.30pm

**Oxford’s Weekend Starts Here...**

On the last Friday of each month, the Museum opens its doors from 7.00 – 10.30pm, giving visitors the opportunity to see the collections after hours. Interactive events including creative workshops and lively talks will be on offer, with drinks and dinner in the rooftop Dining Room on Level 4 and a bar, selling drinks and lite bites, in the vaulted Café on the Lower Ground Level.

www.ashmolean.org/livefriday
WHAT’S ON TONIGHT

Unless stated otherwise the events tonight are FREE. Workshops and talks are on a first come first served basis – turn up early to avoid disappointment!

WORKSHOP
7.00 – 10.30pm
Live Fashion Sketching with Dee Andrews
LEVEL -1 Human Image (2)

ACTIVITY
7.00 – 10.30pm
The Ultimate in Fashion and Luxury – The Kashmir Shawl in the Nineteenth Century by Sue Stanton
LEVEL -1 Textiles (5)

TALK
7.30 – 8.00, 8.30–9.00 & 9.30–10.00pm
Smocks and Drawers presented by Barbara Allison
LEVEL 2  Music and Tapestry (39)

ACTIVITY
7.00 – 9.30pm
A display of classic tailoring, from Clements & Church
LEVEL 1 Mughal India (33)

ACTIVITY
7.00 – 10.30pm
A display of elegant period garments by Pimpernel Clothing
LEVEL 1 Mediterranean World (30)

TALK
7.30 – 8.00, 8.30–9.00 & 9.30–10.00pm
What’s Hot? Presented by fashion bloggers
LEVEL 1 Islamic Middle East (31)

**Please arrive 15 mins early in order to be seated – limited capacity.**